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The sequence of actions appropriate to solve a problem often needs to be discovered by trial and error and recalled in the future when
faced with the same problem. Here, we show that when monkeys had to discover and then remember a sequence of decisions across trials,
ensembles of prefrontal cortex neurons reflected the sequence of decisions the animal would make throughout the interval between trials.
This signal could reflect either an explicit memory process or a sequence-planning process that begins far in advance of the actual
sequence execution. This finding extended to error trials such that, when the neural activity during the intertrial interval specified the
wrong sequence, the animal also attempted to execute an incorrect sequence. More specifically, we used a decoding analysis to predict the
sequence the monkey was planning to execute at the end of the fore-period, just before sequence execution. When this analysis was
applied to error trials, we were able to predict where in the sequence the error would occur, up to three movements into the future. This
suggests that prefrontal neural activity can retain information about sequences between trials, and that regardless of whether information is remembered correctly or incorrectly, the prefrontal activity veridically reflects the animal’s action plan.
Key words: sequence; ensemble; monkey; executive control; neurophysiology; prefrontal cortex

Introduction
Many behaviors in everyday life require the execution of sequential actions, and the correct sequence of actions normally has to
be learned or selected through experience. The process of sequence selection, or sequence learning over a finite set, has been
examined by a few researchers. We have shown recently that
when animals have to discover which sequence is correct within a
block of trials, the activity in dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex
(dlPFC) predicts closely the fraction of movements made by the
animal that are consistent with the new sequence, as well as the
fraction of movements that are consistent with the sequence that
had been correct in the previous block (Averbeck et al., 2006b).
Studies by other laboratories have shown that activity in the medial frontal cortex is different for well learned versus novel sequences (Nakamura et al., 1998), and that activity in the cingulate
cortex is different depending on whether animals are selecting
which sequence is correct in the current block, or repeating the
appropriate sequence after it has been selected (Procyk et al.,
2000). Thus, these studies of sequence learning have demonstrated that, when animals learn sequences, frontal cortical areas
might be involved in updating information about the correct
movements. These previous studies, however, leave open two
important questions. First, how are sequences remembered
across trials, and second, is dlPFC involved in the executive conReceived Oct. 13, 2006; revised Dec. 20, 2006; accepted Jan. 16, 2007.
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trol of sequence behavior, or is it mostly playing a role in action
monitoring?
Although short-term or working memory is normally studied
with paradigms that require the remembrance of items within a
trial (Funahashi et al., 1991), remembering items across trials is
also important. Remembering the sequence of movements that is
correct within a block of trials is similar to, although clearly different from, remembering task set, and as such our task shares
elements with experiments requiring animals to remember arbitrary stimulus-response mappings (Chen and Wise, 1995a,b,
1996; Asaad et al., 1998; Pasupathy and Miller, 2005), or the
categorization rule in the Wisconsin card sorting task (Mansouri
et al., 2006). Where in the brain then is the signal that tracks
which sequence is correct in the current block? In the present
study, we show that the activity of dlPFC neurons during the
intertrial interval carries information about the correct sequence
in a particular context. We also show that prefrontal cortex is
closely involved in the executive control of sequential actions.
More specifically, we found that the sequence represented in the
activity of ensembles of dlPFC neurons, before the actual execution of the sequence, predicted the sequence the animal executed.
However, our findings do not distinguish between memory and
planning processes, in that a plan held on-line throughout the
intertrial interval would resemble a memory trace, and either
mechanism would fulfill the role of maintaining the relevant information between trials. Additionally, we found that the sequence represented in dlPFC predicted the sequence the monkey
would execute not only in correct trials but also in error trials,
such that when the animal was planning the wrong sequence, it
also tried to execute the wrong sequence. This shows that there is
a strong correspondence between prefrontal activity and the animal’s action plans.
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quence of at least three movements. We distinguish between trials and movements
throughout.
The animals began a trial by acquiring a central fixation point (Fig. 1b). After a 1 s foreperiod, two targets were presented to the left
and right of fixation, and the animal was allowed to make a saccade as soon as the targets
appeared. Within a block of trials, one of the
targets was correct at each stage of the sequence. If the animal made a saccade to the
correct target and maintained fixation for 500
ms, the next two choice targets in the sequence
were presented. This was repeated until the animal selected three correct targets, reaching the
end of the sequence, at which point the trial
ended and the animal was given a juice reward.
If they chose the wrong target at any point in
the sequence, they were forced back to their
previous fixation point, and they were shown
the two choice targets again. This was repeated
until they selected the correct target. If they
completed the sequence, even if they had selected a wrong target at some point, they were
given a juice reward. Thus, the monkeys always
had incentive to finish the sequence. However,
the trial was only counted as correct for the
analyses if they completed the sequence without selecting any of the wrong targets. The correct sequence remained fixed for a block of 10
correct trials. After 10 trials were completed
successfully, not necessarily consecutively, a
new sequence was introduced. The change in
the sequence was not cued, and thus the animals only discovered the change in the seFigure 1. Task. a, The eight possible sequences the monkeys were trained to execute. Each panel indicates one sequence. b, quence after selecting a target that had been
Temporal sequence of choices in a single trial. The dot in the center of the initial fixation frame indicates the central fixation point. correct in the previous block, and being forced
The two dots to the left and right of the central dot in the Movement 1 frame indicate the first two choice targets from which the back to the previous fixation target and given
animal can select. Similarly, the two dots above and below and to the left and right of the fixation in the Movement 2 and the choice targets again. At this point, the aniMovement 3 frames indicate the possible targets for the saccade at the corresponding points in the sequence. c, Example sequence mals had to work out the new correct sequence
of trials from two blocks. The data analyzed in this manuscript are the first correct trial and all subsequent trials in each block, by trial and error.
The total duration of a trial was constrained
indicated as post-selection trials in the figure.
to be ⬍7 s, but this limit was rarely reached.
The sequences were presented in a randomized
Materials and Methods
block design, such that one block of 10 trials had to be executed for each
of eight sequences before the same sequence was presented again. Data
General. Two male rhesus macaques were used in this study. All surgical
from a recording session were included in the analysis only if at least two
and experimental procedures conformed to the National Institutes of
Health guidelines and were approved by the University of Rochester
blocks were completed for each sequence. Animals were trained for 3–5
Committee on Animal Research. The recording chamber (18 mm diammonths on the task before recordings began.
eter) was placed over the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in a sterile surgery
Data analysis. The present study focused on the neural correlates of
using stereotaxic coordinates derived from structural magnetic resoerrors that were caused by the animal’s failure to maintain information
nance imaging (MRI). Neural activity was recorded using a 16-channel
about the correct sequence. Therefore, we excluded the data from the
multielectrode recording system (Thomas Recording, Marburg Gertrials before the animals selected the correct sequence and analyzed only
many), and single-unit spikes were sorted on-line using the Plexon (Dalthe postselection trials, which were the first correct trial and subsequent
las, TX) data acquisition system. The task was presented to the animals on
trials from a given block (Fig. 1c). Furthermore, because we performed
a CRT monitor, and a custom windows-based program was written to
extensive analyses of error trials, we only included the data from sessions
control the task and coordinate data acquisition with the Plexon system.
with at least 15 postselection error trials across all sequences and blocks.
Eye movements were monitored using a video eye-tracking system (ETWe also excluded all error trials in which the animal failed to acquire one
49; Thomas Recording). The location of the frontal eye field (FEF) was
of the choice targets because of an inaccurate saccade. Therefore, all
verified in both animals using microstimulation. Electrode penetrations
errors analyzed are those in which the animal made saccades to incorrect
were considered within the FEF when a 50 A peak-to-peak bipolar
targets.
current elicited an eye movement at least 50% of the time. The location of
The ANOVA results given in this paper were all assessed using type-III
the FEF found using microstimulation corresponded to its predicted
sums of squares, within a general linear model framework, because we
location in the chamber derived from MRI coordinates. All penetrations
had an unequal number of data points (i.e., an unbalanced design) for all
were anterior to the FEF except one penetration in each animal.
comparisons. All analyses were performed on binned spike counts. No
Behavioral task. The animals were trained on a sequential decisionprior smoothing was done.
making task (Fig. 1). In this task, there were eight possible correct seWe used a Gaussian decoding analysis as described in detail previously
quences of eye movements presented on a 3 ⫻ 3 grid of targets spaced by
5.3° of visual angle (Fig. 1a), and a single trial was composed of a se(Averbeck et al., 2003b). This analysis assumes that the distribution of
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neural responses in a time bin is Gaussian for a particular sequence. Thus,
we have a Gaussian likelihood function given by the following:

冋

册

1
p 共 r 兩 s ⫽ i 兲 ⫽ 兩2  Q兩 ⫺1/2 exp ⫺ 共r ⫺ i兲T Q ⫺ 1共r ⫺ i兲 ,
2

(1)

where r is a vector of spike rates for a sequence, i is the vector of mean
spike counts for sequence i, the superscript T indicates transpose, Q is the
noise covariance matrix pooled across conditions, and 储 indicates the
determinant of the matrix. For the present analysis, i takes on values
between 1 and 8, because there are eight sequences.
The posterior probability that a particular sequence led to the neural
activity under consideration is given by Bayes’ theorem, as follows:

p共s兩r兲 ⫽

p共r兩s兲 p共s兲
,
p共r兲

Table 1. Predicted movement on which error occurs
Measured/null

Predicted
movement 1

Predicted
movement 2

Predicted
movement 3

Actual movement 1
Actual movement 2
Actual movement 3

1034/1003
306/321
112/128

433/470
181/151
67/60

263/257
67/82
42/33

Numbers represent measured number of errors/the number predicted by the null hypothesis (2 ⫽ 19.14; df, 4;
p ⬍ 0.001).

(2)

where r is one of the sequences. In this study, we assumed a flat prior, and
thus p(s) is a constant. The normalization is given by the following:

p共r兲 ⫽

冘

p共r兩s兲 p共s兲.

(3)

s

The decoding analysis is performed by first estimating the average response vector, i, for each condition to be decoded (for example, for each
of the eight sequences in the sequence-decoding analysis). Each element
of this vector is the average response of one of the simultaneously recorded cells to one of the sequences. Then, for each trial, this average
response is subtracted from the actual response to get the residual or
noise for that trial for each neuron. These noise values are then used to
calculate the pooled noise covariance matrix, Q across all conditions to
be decoded. We then generate a separate Equation 1 for each condition.
They all have the same Q, but each has a different i, one for each
condition to be decoded. To perform the analysis, the response on an
individual trial, r, is plugged into each Equation 1. This gives the likelihood that the response under consideration was generated by the condition that corresponds to the particular equation. Each of these likelihood
values is then plugged into Equation 2, giving the posterior probability
that the condition to be decoded gave rise to the response we are considering, where the normalization factor in Equation 3 is the sum of these
likelihood values. In the analyses where we consider the log of the posterior, the posterior is given directly by the left side of Equation 2. To
perform classification explicitly, sequences were predicted by selecting
the sequence with the maximum probability from the conditional distribution given the neural activity as follows:

ŝ ⫽ arg max p 共 s 兩 r 兲 .

(4)

s

Because we used a flat prior, decoding with either maximum likelihood
estimation (i.e., picking the stimulus that maximizes Eq. 1) or maximum
a posteriori estimation (Eq. 4) gave the same results.
The decoding analyses presented in Figure 4b were performed using
twofold cross-validation for both the correct and error trials. Importantly, activity in none of the time bins for the correct trials were classified
against a model that was estimated using the same trial, although we were
analyzing different bins. Including the same trial when estimating the
decoding model inflates the estimate of percentage correct classification
performance for the correct trial condition, presumably because of slow
drift in neural activity. For the analyses in Figure 4b, we used 300 ms bins
with an interbin interval of 150 ms. For the analysis used to generate
Table 1, we used spike counts in 500 ms bins to improve signal-to-noise
ratio, because we were not interested in the time course of the planning.

Results
Behavioral performance and neural database
The reaction time and error performance of the animals as a
function of where they were in the block of trials is shown in
Figure 2. One of the animals was slightly faster and more accurate. The fast saccadic reaction times, which varied little across
the block, were attributable to the fact that the timing of the onset

Figure 2. Behavioral performance. a, Error rate as a function of the number of correct trials
in the block. The vertical axis represents the average number of errors that were committed
before getting a trial correct, as a function of the number of correct trials. Trial 0 is all trials before
one correct and presumably represents the period where the animal is working out the correct
sequence. b, Mean reaction times plotted as a function of the number of correct trials in the
block.

of the targets was completely predictable. We analyzed the activity of 442 neurons in 60 ensembles that were recorded while
animals performed the oculomotor sequence task.
Sequence activity during the intertrial interval
Accurate performance in our task required the animals to remember, or maintain a plan of, which sequence of decisions had
been correct in the previous trial. Thus, this information must be
maintained somewhere in the brain. Our first analysis searched
for evidence of this information in the activity of dlPFC neurons.
There were single neurons that changed their activity as a function of which sequence was correct in the current block. This
difference was present throughout the intertrial interval, as well
as during fixation before the animal began producing the sequence of eye movements (Fig. 3). In the following, the time
interval that includes both the intertrial interval and fore-period
is referred to as the presequence period. A two-way ANOVA
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Figure 3. Spike density functions for three example neurons, showing different activity
patterns for different sequences during intertrial interval and fore-period. The intertrial interval
is 1 s, and thus ⫺1000 ms approximately corresponds to the end of the previous trial. Time 0 is
fixation onset. At 1000 ms, the first pair of targets for the sequence is presented. The gray bar at
the bottom of each plot indicates whether there was a significant main effect ( p ⬍ 0.05) of
sequence in a two-way ANOVA (300 ms bins) with sequence and first movement direction as
factors.

(type III sums of squares to control for unbalanced design) was
performed on spike counts in a 300 ms sliding window with steps
of 100 ms, with sequence and first movement direction as factors.
The first movement factor controls for simple movement planning effects. The data were aligned to fixation onset (time 0), and
the reaction time to acquire the initial fixation target after it appeared averaged 365 ms (SEM, 2.69; n ⫽ 20,307). All correct trials
were included in the analysis, regardless of whether they were
preceded by correct trials. The results showed that, of the neurons
with a significant main effect of sequence at the end of the foreperiod (87 of 442; 20%), ⬃40% also had a significant main effect
during the intertrial interval (Fig. 4a). Almost all neurons that
had a significant effect during the intertrial interval also showed
an effect at the end of the fore-period. For the entire population
of recorded neurons, the number of significant neurons never
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Figure 4. Representation of sequence during intertrial interval and fore-period. a, Percentage of individual neurons that showed a significant effect of sequence during the intertrial
interval and the fore-period, expressed as a fraction of those that had a significant effect at the
end of the fore-period. The time values indicate the start of the 300 ms bin. Time 0 is the bin
beginning at fixation onset, and ⫺1000 is approximately the end of the previous trial. b,
Population average of percentage correct classification performance for correct and error trials.
The vertical axis is percentage correct classification. c, ln(p) from likelihood ratio test of difference between correct and error curve shown in b. The dashed line indicates ln(0.05).

dropped below the number expected by chance ( p ⬍ 0.05, binomial test; minimum of 8% at ⫺900 ms). It can also be seen that
this signal about sequence started to increase rapidly just before
fixation onset (bin starting at ⫺300 ms) and continued to increase in strength during the hold period, before the beginning of
sequence execution. Thus, a small but significant portion of the
frontal network maintained information about the correct sequence in the current block between trials, and before execution
of the sequence a larger portion of the network began to represent
this information.
Although the ANOVA analysis showed that information is
present in the activity of single neurons about the correct sequence in the current block, it does not provide detailed information about the fidelity of this signal. Furthermore, because the
ANOVA is run separately on each time bin, it does not tell us
whether the sequence information tends to be coded in the same
way across the population during this time. Specifically, does the
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pattern of activity across an ensemble of simultaneously recorded
neurons that is related to a particular sequence change or remain
the same throughout the fore-period? Although it can be seen
from Fig. 3 that there are cases where the information is not
coded consistently (Fig. 3a), in other cases, it is more consistent
(Fig. 3c) (0 –1000 ms). To assess the strength of the representation of the sequence and the consistency of the pattern in small
ensembles of neurons, we performed a decoding analysis. We first
defined a decoding model for each sequence (see Materials and
Methods) using the neural activity in the final 300 ms bin of the
fore-period from all of the correct trials in a given recording
session. We included 141 neurons (average ensemble size, 2.4) in
this analysis. Neurons were included if they had a significant
main effect of sequence at the end of the fore-period, not controlling for first movement, as we did in the analysis above, which is
why the number of neurons is larger in this analysis than the
number used in the above ANOVA (n ⫽ 87). We then classified
the activity in each bin of the presequence period with respect to
this decoding model. If the pattern of activity in an ensemble that
represents a sequence changes during the presequence period, it
will not be classified correctly by the decoding analysis, because
this analysis assumes the pattern in an ensemble related to a specific sequence and remains unchanged until the end of the fixation period. This analysis showed that the average strength of the
sequence representation in small ensembles during the intertrial
interval was just above chance, and grew stronger, peaking just
before sequence initiation (Fig. 4b). The relatively low classification performance is a result of the small size of the ensembles (2.4
on average), and the large number of categories (eight) we were
trying to decode. The same analysis was also performed on error
trials in which the monkeys selected an incorrect target at some
point in the sequence. The results showed that, although the decoding performance at the beginning of the intertrial interval was
essentially the same for both error and correct trials, the representation of the correct sequence did not become stronger in
error trials and remained only slightly above chance throughout
the presequence period. Thus, ⬃200 ms before fixation onset
(bin starting at ⫺500 ms), signals in the correct and error trials
began to diverge, and the difference reached significance ( p ⬍
0.05; likelihood ratio test) around the time of fixation onset (Fig.
4c). This suggests that when the animal was going to make a
mistake in the subsequent trial, it did not properly maintain the
information about the correct sequence, and this was reflected in
the dlPFC activity just before fixation onset.
We carried this analysis one step further by asking whether or
not we could find evidence in the trial preceding the error trial
that the animal would make a mistake in the next trial. This might
happen if the animal’s attention to the task was already beginning
to drift in the trial preceding the error trial. To answer this question, we performed a one-way ANOVA, with respect to whether
the next trial would be an error, on the log-posterior transformed
neural activity (see Materials and Methods) during movement
execution from correct trials. The log-posterior transformation
measures how probable it is that neural activity came from the
distribution of interest, and as such it measures how similar the
neural activity is to the average neural activity from a particular
task condition. Thus, a large negative log-posterior indicates that
the neural activity is very different from the average activity for a
particular condition. Because the log-posterior easily handles activity in small ensembles of neurons and takes into account differences in the mean as well as variability in neural activity, we can
use it to pool data across movement directions as well as recording sessions. The ANOVA showed that movement-related neural
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Figure 5. Spike density function examples of sequence misplanning. This is the same neuron
as that shown in Figure 3c. The colored lines indicate the average spike density functions for the
indicated sequences (same as in Fig. 3c). The black line indicates the spike density function for
the individual trial in which the sequence was misplanned. At the left is a case in which the
monkey was supposed to execute sequence 8 (blue line), but it was planning sequence 7 (purple
line). At the right is a case in which the monkey was supposed to execute sequence 4 (red line),
but instead it was planning sequence 2 (green line). In both cases, the single-trial response was
more similar to the sequence the monkey was planning than to the sequence the monkey was
supposed to execute.

activity in correct trials was not significantly different ( p ⬎ 0.05),
depending on whether the trial was followed by a correct or error
trial, suggesting that the difference in neural activity between
correct and error trials did not arise until the intertrial interval.
This is consistent with the decoding analysis, which showed that
the neural activity did not differ between correct and error trials
until well into the intertrial interval.
Errors in sequence execution
Errors in sequence execution could occur for two reasons. First,
the animals could plan the wrong sequence, having forgotten the
correct sequence, or second, they could plan the correct sequence
but execute it incorrectly by, for example, forgetting one of the
movements within the sequence. For an example of incorrect
sequence planning, in which the incorrect sequence the monkey
was planning was known, we can examine the response of a single
neuron in the first trial of a new block after the sequence had
switched but before the monkey knew it had switched. In this
case, it can be seen that the neural response was more similar to
the neural response for the sequence from the previous block,
than it was to the neural response for the sequence from the
current block, that the monkey was supposed to execute (Fig. 5),
because the animal did not yet know the sequence had switched.
To determine, at a population level, whether errors generally
occurred because of incorrect sequence planning or incorrect
execution of correct sequence plans, we performed a decoding
analysis in which we predicted the animal’s sequence plan at the
end of the fore-period, using the ensemble neural activity (see
Materials and Methods). From this analysis, error trials were divided into those in which the animals planned the correct sequence (440 trials) and those in which the animals planned the
incorrect sequence (2505 trials), where we took the sequence
predicted by the decoding analysis as the sequence being planned
by the animal. Thus, a majority of errors were caused by planning
the sequence incorrectly. Next, to test further the hypothesis that
neural activity predicting the wrong sequence at the end of the
hold period reflected an incorrect action plan, we predicted the
specific movement in the sequence on which the error would
occur, based on the first movement in the sequence that differed
between the decoded sequence (i.e., the alleged planned sequence) and the sequence the animal was supposed to execute
(i.e., correct sequence). For example, if the animal was supposed
to execute sequence 1 (Fig. 1a), and it actually planned and executed sequence 2, there would be a mistake on the first movement. If, however, the animal planned and executed sequence 5, a
mistake would occur on the last movement. After predicting
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where the error would occur, we compiled a contingency table
(Table 1), where each location in the table was defined by the
movement on which we predicted the animal would make a mistake (columns) and the movement on which the animal actually
made a mistake (rows). By compiling the data across all of the
error trials in which the activity did not predict the correct sequence, we found that we could predict significantly where the
mistake would occur in the sequence ( 2 ⫽ 19.14; df ⫽ 4; p ⬍
0.001). In this table, the numbers on the left of the slash in the
diagonal boxes are the cases we predicted correctly. The numbers
on the right are the number of times we would expect to predict
correctly based only on knowing how many times the errors occurred on each movement, that is to say, by guessing optimally
under the assumption that there is no relationship between the
neural data and the behavior. Thus, when the number on the left
of the slash (/) is higher than the number on the right for the
diagonal entries, we are doing better than chance, where chance is
indicated by the number on the right. As can be seen, errors were
predicted above chance level even for the third movement. Thus,
in a statistically significant number of error trials, prefrontal activity represented the incorrect sequence, and this error in sequence planning led to the predicted mistake in sequence
execution.
We further characterized the incorrect action plan by asking
whether in error trials the animals were more likely to plan the
sequence that had been correct in the previous block. We found
that the probability that the neural activity in incorrect trials
would predict the sequence from the previous block was 0.143,
and that this was significantly greater than chance, which would
be 0.125 (binomial test, p ⬍ 0.01; n ⫽ 2505). Thus, there is a weak
but significant tendency for mistakes in action plans to be reversions to the action plan that had been correct in the previous
block, possibly because of an incomplete suppression of the action plan of the previous block (Averbeck et al., 2006b).
To understand the predictions about neural activity during
sequence execution in error trials, we note that neural activity in
dlPFC during sequence execution is different for the same movement depending on the sequence in which the movement is embedded (Averbeck et al., 2006b). Thus, the same movements executed under different action plans should result in different
neural activity. This implies that when the animal proceeded according to the incorrect sequence in error trials, the neural activity during the correct movements preceding the first mistake
should be different from the neural activity during the same
movements in error trials when the animal proceeded according
to the correct sequence plan. To test this, we compared the logposterior of the perisaccadic neural activity among the following:
(1) movements from correct trials, (2) correct movements from
error trials with a correctly planned sequence, and (3) correct
movements from error trials with an incorrectly planned sequence, where the sequence plan in error trials was determined
using the decoding analysis. Because the log-posterior decreases
as the neural activity in a given trial deviates from the average
neural activity in correct trials, it should be smallest in error trials
with an incorrect action plan. Importantly, in all cases, we compared neural activity across the same movements, executed according to different sequence plans. As predicted, we found that
the log posterior from error trials with an incorrect action plan
was smallest, whereas the log posterior from error trials with a
correct action plan was more similar to neural activity from correct trials (Fig. 6). A two-way ANOVA, with main effects of
movement number and trial type (correct, error with correct
plan, error with incorrect plan) showed a significant main effect
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Figure 6. Average and SEM of log posterior of neural activity, for the three movements of the
sequence, and the three trial types. Correct, Correct trials; Error Correct Plan, error trials with a
correct action plan; Error Incorrect Plan, error trials with an incorrect action plan.

of trial type. Post hoc analyses showed that only correct trials and
error trials with an incorrect plan were significantly different
( p ⬍ 0.05; Tukey’s honestly significant difference test). Logposteriors in error trials with a correctly planned sequence were
not significantly different from those in either of the other trial
types, although their means were more similar to the correct
trials. These results show that prefrontal neurons carry a signal
that reflects the animal’s action plans, before and during sequence execution. Furthermore, they suggest that errors are of
two types. Either the animal can generate the incorrect sequence
plan, or it can generate the correct sequence plan but fail to implement it correctly. The most common type of error, however,
was an error in planning the sequence.

Discussion
We have shown that dlPFC carries a signal, during the intertrial
interval and the pretrial hold period, related to the correct sequence in the current block of trials. This signal is critical for
correct task performance, because the sequence to be executed is
not cued explicitly and it has to be remembered across trials in a
block. This signal could, however, be related to sequence planning instead of sequence memory. Our task cannot disentangle
these two possibilities. We also found that, when the animal made
mistakes during the execution of the sequence, the point in the
sequence where the mistake occurred could be predicted by the
prefrontal neural activity observed before the animal began executing the sequence. Finally, we found that most mistakes resulted from errors in action plan or memory rather than from
erroneous execution of correct action plans.
Sequence tasks used in previous studies have required animals
to learn a sequence either through a series of visually cued trials
(Shima and Tanji, 2000) or by trial-and-error (Procyk et al., 2000;
Lu et al., 2002) and then execute the sequence from memory.
However, these previous studies have not demonstrated a signal
present throughout the interval between trials that indicated
which sequence was correct in the current block. It is possible that
the sequence memory signal described in this study is confined to
dlPFC as opposed to the medial cortical areas often examined in
previous studies, including the supplementary eye fields (Lu et
al., 2002), the supplementary motor area (Shima and Tanji,
2000), and the anterior cingulate cortex (Procyk et al., 2000). This
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would be consistent with the known role of prefrontal cortex in
working memory (Funahashi and Kubota, 1994), but it needs to
be tested directly in future studies. Previous studies have also
shown that, when animals have to make decisions based on a
behavioral rule relevant in a block of trials, dlPFC neurons can
represent the rule during the fixation interval before the beginning of the trial (Asaad et al., 2000) or during the intertrial interval (Mansouri et al., 2006). Our data show that dlPFC activity is
not only relevant for remembering which behavioral rule is active
within a block of trials but also for remembering which sequence
of movements is correct within a block of trials.
We have also shown that dlPFC neural activity can predict
mistakes up to three movements into the future. This finding has
several implications. First, it shows that dlPFC activity is closely
related to the behavior actually executed by the animal, suggesting a role in executive control. The close link between dlPFC
activity and behavior is consistent with recent findings in studies
of stimulus-driven decision making, which show that dlPFC activity correlates with the animal’s decision (Kim and Shadlen,
1999; de Lafuente and Romo, 2005), whereas primary sensory
areas correlate with the sensory stimulus and are little affected by
the decision (Britten et al., 1992; de Lafuente and Romo, 2005).
Other studies have shown that the parietal cortex, which is anatomically linked with dlPFC (Cavada and Goldman-Rakic, 1989),
carries a signal more closely linked to the animal’s behavior than
to the stimuli that drive that behavior (Chafee et al., 2005),
whereas it has been shown that the inferotemporal cortex can
compute the correct answer in a task, even when the animal responds incorrectly (Messinger et al., 2005). These data suggest a
hierarchical structure for computations in decision-making
tasks, with sensory areas having accurate representations of stimuli and parietal and frontal areas having accurate representations
of decisions. An interesting question from this perspective is
whether another area, for example the hippocampus, might carry
a more accurate memory of the sequence, or whether dlPFC is
responsible for working memory as well as implementing the
action plan. These previous studies also suggest that mistakes in
task performance may not always be attributable to noise in sensory representations, but rather they may come about through
computations performed by structures downstream from sensory representations, which may be suboptimal in some respect
(Averbeck et al., 2006a). Accordingly, these findings are at variance with the hypothesis that noise in visual motor processing is
93% sensory (Osborne et al., 2005). There are also interesting
computational links between attractors networks for short-term
memory (Compte et al., 2000), and networks that can perform
optimal Bayesian inference for extracting information from upstream structures (Pouget et al., 1998; Wang, 2002), which suggests that prefrontal cortex might have the computational and
anatomical architecture for both processes. Wherever these computations take place, dlPFC ultimately carries a signal related to
the output of those computations, because it correlates more
strongly with behavior than with the sensory stimuli driving behavior. Understanding why some cortical areas contain veridical
estimates of the outside world, whereas other areas contain
veridical predictors of behavior, and why the computations linking these processes sometimes break down, will be an important
topic for future study.
The second implication of this result is that dlPFC activity is
important for sequence planning, because activity before sequence implementation is related to the sequence the animal
ultimately executes. This is consistent with neuropsychological
studies, which have shown that damage to prefrontal cortex that

would decrease the ability of the network to correctly plan sequences can cause problems with implementing sequences of
actions (Shallice, 1982). Previous single-unit studies in dlPFC
have also shown sequence-planning activity before sequence execution (Averbeck et al., 2002; Mushiake et al., 2006). However,
these studies did not address errors in sequence planning, and
sequences did not have to be recalled from memory, because they
were cued by sensory stimuli. Our data suggest that, in most
cases, these errors in sequence planning arise through planning to
execute the wrong sequence of movements, as opposed to incorrectly executing a correctly planned sequence of actions. In a less
constrained behavioral setting, this mis-remembering could result in the execution of behaviors that appear to have little to do
with the current task.
One potential confound in our findings was that we did not
monitor eye movements during the intertrial interval, and therefore, we could not test directly the possibility that the sequencedependent activity was caused by differential eye movements
during this period. However, the sequence-selective neural activity smoothly increased from just before fixation onset (⫺400 ms)
into the fixation interval (Fig. 4a), while at the same time the
unconstrained eye movements of the intertrial interval changed
dramatically to fixation. Thus, we believe that the sequenceselective activity during the intertrial interval is a reflection of a
mental strategy, likely memory, to maintain the sequence information across trials.
It is also useful to make a brief point about the log-posterior
values plotted in Figure 6, which were also reported in our previous study (Averbeck et al., 2006b). The average values are quite
low because of the way the analysis was performed and not because the effect we are analyzing is small. Specifically, these are
logs of the posterior probabilities in a decoding analysis with 24
possible outcomes. Although posterior probabilities can be quite
high (as well as classification accuracy) when small neural ensembles are being used to predict only two or, at most, a few directions (Averbeck et al., 2003b; Averbeck and Lee, 2006), classification accuracy drops quickly when a large number of possibilities
are being predicted (Averbeck et al., 2003b). The responses of the
neurons in our task tend to be rather sparse, such that they only
respond to a few different movements across the 24 possible
movements (eight sequences, three movements each). Thus, a
randomly selected ensemble will only distinguish among a subset
of the movements effectively, and when the other movements are
being decoded, the ensemble will be at almost chance performance. When we average across all movements, the effects look
like they are just above chance. However, as can be seen easily
from the ANOVA and decoding analyses presented by Averbeck
et al. (2006b), the effects we are reporting are highly robust.
Our results demonstrate that prefrontal activity carries signals
relevant for remembering sequences of actions within a block of
trials, and that when these signals were not properly represented
in prefrontal cortex, the animal executed the wrong sequence.
Therefore, it seems that dlPFC is an important node in the network of areas responsible for the selection, planning, and correct
execution of sequences of actions.
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